
between the wonderful  pride in critical  intelligence that 
John Crowe  Ransom  showed, as well  as Parrington and 
Brooks  and  Blackmur  and  Hyman  and Wilson, with the 
shamefaced stuff that comes out now?  Where are the 
critics with a wide  sweep,  with a’ joy in their own critical 
intelligence,  and a willingness to be  harsh? I see  Kenneth 
Rexroth. I see Susan  Sontag. . . . Who else? 

I have a practical  suggestion,  and that is that every 
person  publishing  poetry  or  fiction  in  this  country take 
a vow to  review  two books every six  months. If the 
“critics”  have lost mbrale,  and are not  reappearing  in 

strength,Athen the poets  and novdists will have to do the 
criticism  themselves,  ourselves.  It’s a bit ,like learning to 
clean  your  own  house. The servants  used to dd it. So 
we don’t  wait to be assigned boaks by ‘an editor, but 
assign  them  ourselves,  and  then see later’ about,’ getting 
them  printed. 

In our situation we  need  what Kabir calls “servants,” 
people  willing to  do the hard work around literature, 
separate  weak  work  from  strong,  separate  photography 
from  art,  people with a joy in their own intellect and 
judging  capacity. 

Living in the House of Flction ‘ ,  , 

’ E L  DOCTOROW 

1 These remarks ‘are from Q speech given :to the Japan 
American Literature Society, Tohoku Gakuin  University, 
Japan. 
It may  be a miRtake for, an- author to talk of his own 
work. It may  be  more of a mistake for an  audience to 
listen  to  him. The author’s  mind is in his books-even 
those not yet written. The experience of the creative 
act  does not fulfll the  ego but changes its nature. As 
you  write you are less the person  you ordinarily are: 
the kituation  confers  strength. -An idea, an @age, a 
scene comes  to you as an act of discovery  and  you do 
not ‘possess what you  write  any  more than an explorer 
possesses the mountain he climbs. But when you speak 
of your own work  you  inevitably  present  yourself as an 
authority,  and  both  you  and  your  audience are deceived. 

I write  what I find it possible to write. I find a voice, 
a dict’ion, anlintonation, before I can intend to write  any- 
thing.  Early  in my professional  life I didn’t  know  &is 
truth and  would  construct  outlines for books or rssearch 
subjects for books-I  would intend  to^ write books. And 
none of tliem  would  get  written. It was  only  when I gave 
myself to the  act of writing, trusting it  to d.iscover  what 
it was’that I wanted to write, that I began to do work 

’ It is not that you  have no intellect  when you write. 
SJor  is  it that you  have no passions or pol-itics. It is that 
nothing good cav be  expected from merely  filling in what 
you  already h o w .  You must trust the act of writing to 
scan  all  the  passions  and  convictions  already in your 
mind;  but  these  must  defer  to  the  fortuitousness of the 
work,  they  must be of it. ‘ 

I That is why ideologically  committed  writers,  brilliant 
political  persons,  engaged  artists,  often  write material 
that is born dead. Their ideas are stamped out on their 

. work,  cutting and forming it according to needs exterior 
to it. W.H. Auden said a writer’s politics are more, of 
a danger  to him than his cupidity. And that’s the para- 
dox:  the intent of literature is everything, its value, its 
justification; but the  writer  must  aliow  this intent to dis- 

’ that did dot entirely  displea,se  me. 

~~~ __~- 

E.L. Doctorow i s ,  fhe author of Welcome to Hard Times, 
The Book of Daniel and Ragtime. 

cover  .itself, he must write to find. out what it is he’s  writ- 
ing, or everything  will be ruined. 

Having  said  this I want to’ tell  you it is the standard , 

wisdom of American  writers. It is our piety. Carried to 
the  extreme it exonerates  the  worst sort of aesthetic solip 
sism:  the  creative act becomes a total mystery, the artist 
a mystic,  and  any  piece of pointless trash a triumph of 
self-expression.  My  point of view has turned many a 
writer into an  academic  dandy,  purveyed literature as an 
intellectually  elitist  activity, and denied art any connection 
to  life  whatsoever. So like  all  pieties it leads  directly to 
sin. 

Of course  the  Marxist literary theoretician  would  con- 
demn all of us, Doctorow no less than the ‘dandies, for 
engaging in an activity,  fiction,  whose  very f o m  and 
being  promotes  bourgeois culture. The artist, no datter 
how critical or angry or politically  dissenting his work 
may be, is inevitably a conservator of the regime;  mere 
witness does not threaten the structure of power-indeed, 
giving  people the illusion of their freedom in the per- 1 

ception of injustice  will  vent hny truly revolutionary 
impulses  they  may  have  and  actually  reduce the liieli- 
hood of {change.  Even if you disagree, there is a discour-, 
aging amount of historical  evidence that art doesn’t 
change  anything. As Auden  said, all the anti-Fascist 
poems of the 1930s did  nothing to’ stop Hitler. 

In the United ‘States there is current one literary/po- 
litical  movement, the new literature sf the aggrieved 
woman, that may-  yet  produce its magnificent work. ‘But 
the feeling I have is that the women  writers, no less than 
the men, are under direction of the culture. Rather than 
making the culture we  seem  these days to be in it. A,mer- 
ican culture suggests an .infinitely exparding universe that 
generously  accommodates, or imprisons, us ,all. And one I 

peculiar’ result of this is that most  novels  published  to- 
day  seem’  very  private, or lacking in’social reverberation. 
Everyone  is  talking about Private kife. It  is odd,’ even 
funny, I know,  to ‘hear this complaint, from a novelist. 
After  all,  what  else is there? I 

But if you  consider the possibility rhat human identity 
is  changing or has changed, then it is dear we novelists 
don’t  know it yet.  We  have either given up ,entirely +e 
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large examination of society to the social scientists and 
the journalists, or are simply reporting, second hand, the 
identity they  have made for us-the neurotic individual 
identity. Some of the writing produced under these con- 
ditions is very beautiful. But there does not seem to be' 
any new legislation lately from the unacknowledged legis- 
lators of the world. Many seriously aspiring writers are 
at work, all sorts of talented writers-realists, ethnicists, 
fabulists, avant-gardists, genrists-and the best of us all, 
the most individual voices among us, seem lately  only 
to be clearing their throats. The novel as a major and 
transforming act of the  culture is  still the desire of many 
of us, but for too many a receding  desire. Th'ere are only 
two schools of literature in my country, the school that 
vacations in eastern Long Island, and the school that sum- 
mers in Martha's Vineyard. And we have also that well- 
known  crisis of faintheartedness from novelists  who have 
broken and run  to journalism for want of a subject. 

Then  what do I want? As a novelist  talking about 
Literature, I don't know what I want. A critic would 
know  what he wanted. A novelist wants whatever it is 
he will write. As a working writer I can't go along with 
the Marxist theoretician-he may be right but  the alter- 
native he offers me is silence. I'd rather  all of us, readers 
and writers, took our chances. Novels can find out things, 
they can bring into being constituencies of consciousness, 
they can give courage. Their possibilities are endless. 
But a theory is a closed  system, all it can do is con- 
gratulate itself. 

It occurs to me here that I might have unconsciously 
turned these remarks into fiction. That what I'm saying 
may be a story whose  meaning has to be derived. After 
all, I first made a claim for the self-justification of fiction 

writing, and then attempted to dissociate myself from the 
conservatism inherent in the claim. I then made a vaguely 
leftist critique of the lack of social potency in today's 
fiction, and almost  immediately dissociated myself from 
the theoretical basis of such a critique, Clearly we are 
dwelling here in ambiguity. 

People always try to pin labels on writers or pour 
some sort of shrinking solution on them, and this is 
understandable. The problem is that we use the same 
language everyone uses and so would seem to express 
the same kind of intelligence or capacity for judgment. 
But while  employing the common language, we give it. 
different currency, we  value it differently.  What we per- 
ceive  may be mythic or metaphoric but is presented in 
the language of factuality, and that's where the  trouble 
lies. Writers have always been adapted by political move- 
ments and then abandoned by them because of the am- 
biguities latent in what they do. Fiction is a different 
way of knowing, it is intuitive and undifferentiated knowl- 
edge, it antedates all the specialty disciplines of a modern 
society, including politics. This fact is too easily obscured 
as artists from one age to another advance its techniques 
and take on the coloration of modernity. 

Henry James proposes a little parable to illuminate 
,this idea: he says that if a young  woman who had lived 
a sheltered life  walked past an army barracks and heard 
a fragment of soldiers' conversation coming through the 
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window, she could, if she were a novelist, go home and 
write an accurate novel about army life. I find  this  ac- 
cords with my experience. My life has  not been sheltered, . 
but I know I can hope to write well  about  places  I've 
never  seen and times before I was born, and about people 
who are not me. 

Of course this  is not generally  viewed as a trustworthy 
talent. The writer sits alone in a room and  composes 
alternative worlds,. worlds that impose on, reveal, or 
obfuscate the real one. People would rather  trust knowl- 
edge that comes to them in discreet, measurable units, 
identified as to discipline, and presented 'by experts. No 
aspect of modern life can  be maintained now without 
experts. They stand (between us and our experience as, 
for example, the medical profession stands between 
mothers and motherhood. The novelist,  who is an expert 
in nothing if he is to function properly, is not a part of 
this  system. He therefore lacks aulthority,  which  might 
explain why in recent years in America the ,writers have 
infiltrated the universities and established graduate de- 
grees in fiction and poetry writing. This appalling re- 
course is a means, presumably, of bestowing  the author- , 
ity that  at  an earlier time-we had depended on our work 
to  give  us. .. ..I. . L  . " , 

A - _  . 
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The cultural role today of  film directors is instructive 
in  this context. Directors of films are society's culture 
heroes.  Why? I think because they are artist/executives. 
They work in public. They marshal talent of several 

1,1 

1 1  

THE GEESE 

Stepping out onto the back porch , 
in the early evenings of  November, 
Z hear from the darkness 
as i f  it' were ,the darkness 
the hissing, the dumb 
unfriendly  voices of  geese. 

, But in the mornings, in the cold 
decorum of light, its lovely 
obligations, Z walk 

my boots in the frozen 
, in the crackling garden, scuffing 

, green hillocks of goose droppings, 

shiver, and watch the Toulouse geese 
parading their coop roof, the goose yard 
shining with spread wings. But always 
night comes and the moon dims 
in a blue web of cloud, and the birch 
at the yard's far edge sways 
like the white necks of  geese; 
and each time I feel night as a bird, 

'and  myself caught  in the warm angle Af  dark 
between wing and body of  a bird, 
sharing the convubion,of desire it is 
to beat down-on the stony planet, 
and  rise  and fry. 

2 ,  

John Engels 
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kinds, or experts ‘of several sorts-actors, photographers, 
set designers, sound  and lighting specialists-and bring 
them  together in an intricately tirned logistical process; 
and the result is a nonvegbal, that is to say factual, ma- 
terial, film, that  has the additional glory of having cost 
a great  deal of money to  produce. The  director thus 
incarnates .all the values of creativity, as modified by 
our ideals of teamwork, technological expertise and capi- 
tal value. Directors don’t sit  alone  in  rooms with their 
language trying to figure out  what is true. They  hire 
writers to  do that for them. 

But I don’t really see the  arts competing ‘with  one 
another, like ball teams from different cities. Nor am I 
trying to place blame for  the  current state of fiction on 
life or society. That would be tedious. I’m not even sure, 
to tell the  truth, what the  current  state of fiction is. Some 
critics I respect find the  prospects hopeful. I think what 
I’ve been trying to do here is apologize for  not talking 
more directly about my work. Perhaps  the  remarks will 
be useful nonetheless. If a person reveals himself through 

his dreams,  perhaps a writer does so in his public state- 
ments. The condition of my working life as a novelist, 
as I experience it, is  one of immense dissatisfaction with 
the form, with fiction itself, an impatience with what  it 
has  done, a terrible impatience wisth what I have  done 
with it. That is almost  like being in love. At the  same 
time, of course, I imperially project  from the character 
of my own feelings the  character of ’our culture as a 
whole, and’ the state of it,  and by necessary implication, 
the  state of us all  at this time in  our lives. The insufli- 
ciency of fiction and I the  need to reform it, I take as 
metaphor for  our need to transform our lives and  remake 
ourselves. I’m sorry I feel this way but it is ‘not from 
conceit. I t  is not a matter of thinking big but of remain- 
ing alive. If the idea of redemption itself is not by now 
in  total  disrepute then I see us all having to go at it in 
every way we can politically, religiously, aesthetically, 
scientifically and in daily aroused petception of one 
another. And -if the impulse comes for some wave of serene 
revelation, who  can say how it will begin? 13 

Reviews and the Arts 

ON MORAL DICTJON. By fohn Gard- 
ner. Basic Books. 214 pp. $8.95. 

Ulb U P h E  
There is a paragraph  toward the end of 
On ‘Moral Piction in whioh .Mr. Gardner 
telle  us about the kind of frustration 
which  must  have  led  him  ‘to  publish his 

~ ’ .beliefs  labout art in bhis  lform. 
. . , I’ve been in conversations Mere 

no one seemed to care about  the 
truth, where people argued merely” to 
wih, refused to listen or t ty  to  under- 
stand, threw in itrelevahcies-some 
anecdote without conceivable bearing, ’ 
some mete ego flower. A thousand 
times I have heard some person- 

’ some casual acquaintance about whom 
I had no strong feeling-cruelly vili- 
fied, and have found that to rise in de- 

- fense 6f mere  fairness is to become, 
suddenly,  the  enemy. I have  witnessed, 
repeatedly, university battles in which 
no one on atry side would stoop to 
plain truth. 
T’he  strengbh of Oardner’s  ,argument 

comes from his  conviction that this 
“plain ,truth” is  before  our  eyes. It is the 
argument of the  prophet,  the one whose 
Max Apple is the author of The Oranging 
of America and Other  Stories and the forrh- 
COtnihg zip (v ikif ig) .  
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vision  is not clouded by the ephemera 
of his particular ,time.  And such right- 
eous  indignation is a strong rhetorical 
device. The mere  lforce of Oardner’s 
conviction carries a lot of  weight.” His 
model  seems to he Toistoy who  also 
soughst the “plain truth” ,and  found it 
in  !what he  called  “Christian Art.” Gird- 
ner has substitsuted the  secular  idea of 
the “moral”  to  salvage for art among 
other lthings, Tolstoy’s navels. @or Tol- 
stoy  himself  was  willing ‘to label  all  his 
work “bad art,” excepting only the 
stories, “God Sees  the Truth, but Waits’‘ 
and “A Prisoner of (the  Caucasus,” 

Pronouncemenlts  like Tolstoy’s indi- 
state the  danger of any  monolithic sys- 
tem whether il be called “Christian” or 
“moral”  or  “struotutal.” aut Gardnet is 
awate of !this and is really  trying  only 
to clear the  air of the jargon of tecent 
criticism  and  its  inevitable effect on 
taste. He believes Ithat there is some 
common  understanding of how people 
aught (to behave,  an  understanding that 
might lag well be called “tight reason” 
or “common  sense” as .any 6f the more 
elaborate philosophica.1 terms. t t  is a 
feeling  ‘that is clear  and  “lmotal”  and ,as 
“old as the hiils.” Thus  Ctardner .is 
amlazed that most contemporary art, 
especially.  fiction,  strays so far from this 
“plain  truth.” 

h,  
, .  

The particular eneMies to the truth 
as Oardner sees it are  !the “merdistes,” 
the nay-sayiag  offspring of Sartre affect- 
ing  nausea in  the^ house of culture, Aafter 
chastising the “existefitialists” Oatdnet’s 
anger  moves to the “trivialims.”  2n this 
category  he  seems  ,to  include  most lking 
Action writers  except john fiowles. &le 
then goes on  t’he attack ,against  criticism, 
that  supposed  handmaiden of art t,hat  is 
now 50 perverted by systematizing. 
oatdner self-consciousl)r  ohooses  words 
like “good” and ‘!beauti€u.l” and “true” 
to  replace  the YterilIty of a cultural aa- 
sessment  riddled  with  the cant of “her- 
meneutic,  heuristic, structuralism and 
formalism.” 

Because Gardner’s anger is honest  ,and 
wholesome  the  criticism of his  contem- 
poraries  never  descend3 Ita here vindic- 
tiveness ot gossip. He simpjy  knows 
what  he  likes  and why he dikes it and 
is ready to share .his  beliefs.  1His.straigh,t- 
forward sincerity  mingled  with  his cer- 
tltude  make it difHcult Ito detaoh 0nesef.f 
fmm his  opinions.  Mete  is a, tespected 
and  popularly  acknowledged  novelist 
getting  hold of you :the 1way.only a skill- 
ful essayis,t  does,  whispering the “,truth” 
in your ear. It seems almost rude to re- 
ject  truths  offered wth  such enthusiasm 
and good intention, but when Gatdner 
moves from  the  general  to the specific 
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